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Melissa Cadwallader, Cannon Beach City Council, “The community of Cannon
Beach supports responsible ocean energy development. Balance is what’s
important to my constituents. As well as a bottom up approach. There are a lot of
second homeowners in our community and I recommend that one of the
locations for public meetings be held in Cannon Beach. Many of the second
home owners in the Tillamook, Nehalem, as well as Portland areas would be
able to attend if it is held in the early evening. I would also strongly suggest that
you do a better job of educating people about what the colors and zones on your
planning option maps represent, it will help shape opinions before those opinions
are formed on misinformation.”
Peter Huhtula, Clatsop County Commission, “I want to reiterate the need to have
a meeting in Cannon Beach, possibly Warrior Hall. These outreach meetings are
not going to be adequate, during the day and a lot of folks will not be able to
attend. Clatsop County is committed to working with OCZMA to having additional
outreach meetings and public process for the planning.”
Tom Arlin, FACT, “I would like to ask Ed Bowles about a measure that was
supposed to take money from parks and Salmon habitat and some bureaucrats
got it changed so it went to natural fish and marine reserves. We have electricity
in Tillamook to produce electricity for 20,000 homes, it would clean up our bays
and wouldn’t displace fishermen. But the electrical grid can’t handle it, how is it
going to handle wave energy?”
Richard Redman, FACT, “I would like to state that FACT opposes the marine
reserve at Cape Falcon. There is no scientific evidence or consensus about the
marine reserve there. I also have a question for Paul Klarin, who determines how
long these temporary permits are issued for?”
Laura Anderson, FISHCRED, ““Good afternoon and Thank you. FISHCRED is a
statewide coalitions of commercial and charter fishing interests. We would like to
see that commercial fishing interests are represented in Oregon marine spatial
planning. Fishermen participated in the mapping effort and volunteered their
proprietary data. I would like to enter into public record our letter to John
Kitzhaber dated 11/30/2011 [See Below]. The crux of the letter is our industries
rejection of the proposed interpretation of Goal 19 which represents 30%-55% of
the territorial sea regarding areas importance to fisheries. We admitted limitations
with regards to the data but think we that there are limitations with other data
used in this process as well. We do think we can improve the interpretation of our
fishing grounds data. We do have access to a higher resolution of information
than has been released to the public, which can be a better interpretation of Goal
19. We would also like to express concerns that this process is a largely data

driven and linear process. However, I recognize that this process has gotten us
to where we are now and that we are in a place to move forward. GIS alone is
not going to provide the nuanced needs of commercial fishing and wave energy
industry. We do think that there needs to be flexibility for fishing industry to
negotiate with the renewable energy industry. Although we don’t see that map
before us meets our needs, I don’t think we are too far off from a final solution.
The ocean is an unpredictable environment and it’s not likely to plan the same
we do on land. We need to have stakeholder buy in and think that we can get
there. Thank you.”

Stan Hutchison, OR National Guard, “I would like to tell you about our states’
militia. The OR National Guard is a community based organization represented
throughout the state. Some of our members are fishermen. The National Guard
employs 11,000 people and brings about $400 million dollars in on an annual

basis. The Dept. of Army, determined that to be a viable force, it is vital for our
installation to become energy secure. It charged the OR Nat’l Guard to generate
the energy it consumes through renewable energy by 2020. The Nat’l Guard
serves an emergency center in times of disasters. The OR Nat’l Guard has the
largest ground mounted and roof mounted solar arrays, so we are serious about
renewable energy. Camp Rilea was formalized as a training facility in 1927,
brings about $10 million a year, and was a staging area in the 2007 storms.
About a year ago we did a public announcement with Clatsop County to look at
compatible uses within and around Camp Rilea. This planning process will be
over in the April time period. Just this last month we hired a consultant about
wind energy as it relates to our installations. Thank you.”
Dale Beasely, CRCFA, “Today I’m talking about freedoms lost, thinking about the
long term and future generations who are not here right now. Thank you for
giving me the opportunity to provide comment about marine spatial planning.
From opportunity can come chaos. I heard a lot about data collected to inform
this process, but no one is talking about freedoms lost. When I first started my
career I relied entirely on salmon, I haven’t caught a commercial salmon since
1952. Keep that in perspective. I want you to consider CRCFA testimony today
[See TSP General_121511].
Ben Enticknap, Oceana, “We support smart coastal and marine spatial planning.
We think that we can find areas of the TS for responsible wave energy
development. We think that is critical junction for our state and for our planet. We
need to develop renewable energy to decrease our dependence on fossil fuels
and lessen impacts on our oceans from climate change and ocean acidification.
However, we can’t do this at the expense of ecological resources so we are
fortunate to have Goal 19. [Restates Goal 19]. Wave energy will have an impact,
and its important that our planning now with minimize those impacts. We support
the approach of DLCD and ODFW to identify and protect ecological uses. We
also urge you to add the areas identified in the Surfrider study to the planning
options going forward. I also think that it would be beneficial to all involved in this
process to have maps of areas important to renewable energy. Another issue is
identifying the overall benefit to the state and looking at if some existing uses are
really the best for the state. Thank you for the work you are doing here.”
Gus Gates, Surfrider, “Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment. If I’ve
learned anything of my 32 years on the coast it is we are versatile and
opportunistic. The fact that all you first round meeting were held during the day
really hampered the public ability to be there. Please consider the public and the
best way to garner their public engagement and schedule these meetings in the
evening hours. I also think we need better relationship building with the media,
not just press releases but individuals on the working groups to make
relationships with the media. With respect to the planning options, I am unclear
which data was used for the existing uses. Please let us know what was

discussed at the Marine Cabinet meeting last month and who decided which
datasets were to be used?”
David Yamamoto, Tillamook County, “My comments concern the draft planning
options. I see a large area off of Pacific City and Neskowin. The Pacific City Dory
Fleet have released their fishing maps and I strongly encourage you to consider
those maps in the planning. Goal 19 states that we should take a precautionary
approach, even when information is limited. And I think this indicates we should
take the PC Dorymen’s maps into account. That big black blob will dominate our
discussion as we go onto the second round of meetings and we need to address
that before going out there because we have other important issues to discuss.”
Nick Furman, SOORC, “I would like to echo the appreciation of the members of
the council. Because SOORC is on the board of FISHCRED we will support
those comments. There are a thousand crab fishermen on the water or poised to
go to sea to harvest the most valuable fishery in the state, most of which is
located in the territorial sea. Thousands working in the seafood processing
facilities to support this important fishery. These are real jobs, not hypothetical
jobs. Last seasons Dungeness crab harvest was worth $49 million to the
fishermen and their families, and over a $100 million to the coastal communities.
These are real dollars, not monopoly dollars. The OR coast is not Boardwalk that
can be bought with red, yellow, green pieces of money. Suggesting that these
developments will not have an impact on the fishery is totally unrealistic. Closing
off or repurposing 215 sq. miles of productive real estate will have the adverse
impacts this process is trying to minimize. We don’t think that it’s appropriate for
the fishing industry to subsidize this unproven industry by moving or relocating. I
will close with the simple statement that ‘bird in the hand is worth two in the
bush’”.
Fran Recht, Coastal resident, “You are talking about identifying additional
screening criteria; I agree that they will be useful if you go with planning option 4.
In addition, developing state preferential criteria for the wave energy industry will
help them understand what we already no about use conflicts. For example,
devices attached to existing hard structures, or smaller devices, or lower emf
output, fewer devices with smaller footprint would all be preferred to the state and
stakeholders. These are just initial thoughts but the development of these criteria
will help guide the industry and help avoid conflicts.”
Rick Williams, OWET IAG, “I am an Oregon resident, a retired sea captain and
practicing ocean engineer and sit on TSPAC representing ocean industry so I am
a proponent. OWET started an Industry Advisory Group to get the private
industry members involved in the responsible development of ocean energy and
we worked to get a consensus statement on the public record [see
Data_112011]. There are a couple points I would like to make. Words matter in
setting opinions. Call things ‘protection areas’ instead of ‘exclusion areas’. Call
them ‘areas of least conflict’ not ‘opportunity areas’. Please change the words

before we go into the next round. Don’t use buffers at this point. There are
existing permitted uses and as Paul Klarin pointed out we don’t have the position
to undue existing permitted uses. So the marine reserves that are permitted, the
dredged disposal sites that are permitted, the navigation channels that are in the
public record, those are facts. So it would be helpful if the information was
displayed in MarineMap as facts with actual coordinates, as opposed to the
planning grid representation which is a good tool but expands the footprint of
these existing uses. It would be more useful if the GIS coordinates were used in
place of the planning grids so we could do some more precise planning.
Temporary is a relative term; however the cost of running cable to a grid
connection is not. In order to attract investors we need certainty, and connection
to the grid. The rule changes talked about in Chapter 5 need to be worked out to
allow for temporary uses to be transitioned in to commercial development.
Finally, I submit that there a limited number of suitable site. In order to get things
started we need to get grid connected and prove we can operate these things in
a credible manner. Perhaps in light of the global crises, these few areas should
be considered as protected for wave energy. We are at a fork in the road we can
either have options that have “exclusion” areas on the majority of the OR coast
which sends a message to industry and investors, ‘don’t come to OR because
you excluded’ or we can recognize that the industry probably doesn’t want to go
to most of those places you are calling exclusion zones. So instead of telling us
those places we can’t go, if this commission can come up with a handful of areas
as “suitability study zones” that say through the deliberations and public process
‘these are the places we want you to look at first.’ So you are inviting investment
and due diligence in handful of areas, which exist off of each coastal county.
Invite the industry to places where you would like us to focus as to excluding us
from major portions of the coast.”
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FREEDOMS LOST
For the record my name is Dale Beasley, president of the Columbia River Crab
Fisherman’s Association.
It is with great gratitude that we thank you for this opportunity to address one of the
first groups in the nation to gain traction in Coastal Marine Spatial Planning with
optimism to conquer the pending chaos. I heard a lot of chatter about collecting data;
analyzing and applying it to CMSP yesterday. I heard nothing about the most critical
core issue facing us in the future – FREEDOMS LOST.
Preservation of FREEDOM will require maximum limits on emerging growth that is
as essential as LOCATION of these new wave energy industrial developments
outside, offshore of fishing areas to avoid catastrophe; loss of entire fishing
communities in a single storm irretrievably tangled in multiple ill placed industrial
developments. All the initial FERC ocean energy permits are irresponsibly placed in
prime fishing grounds and MUST be relocated offshore to save coastal communities.
Fishing and Energy are not synergetic, but mutually exclusive. Energy development
in the Northwest has already eliminated the pawns, the queen is at stake; it is late in
the game.
Please consider CRCFA’s testimony today a passionate plea for preservation of
FREEDOM from someone who has experienced the TREMENDOUS FREEDOM a
fishing lifestyle has provided me ever since I first went to sea crab fishing at the age of
10 in 1958 with my dad. Remember the Territorial Sea provides us great pleasure,
provides us sustenance, and nurtures the soul of coastal communities from its common
public access. Industrial development brings tremendous uncertainties and substantial
RISK to the quality of life Oregonians prize. Last night the second film scoffed a bit
at the loss of FREEDOM, obviously the film’s maker had never experienced one of
the most precious life qualities a person can possess. George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, and other founding framers of our constitution that were willing to die for
FREEDOM would roll over in their graves if they knew Freedom was something to be
scoffed at today. People like Lincoln understood what it was like if you were the
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wrong color and in chains. Martin Luther King understood what it was like to have
freedoms pinched off like it did not matter. The high seas are the last frontier of
FREEDOM and people like myself understand what really is at stake. There are only
a couple people in this room today that can understand what I am talking about. Cory
Rock understands. If you have never experienced the horrendous FREEDOMS LOST
you do not even know what you are missing; you do not even know the devil already
has your soul.
Last night’s films struck a raw cord, FREEDOMS LOST.
Please take the time to read the written testimony CRCFA submitted for this Astoria
OPAC meeting; it outlines the emerging tragedy facing sustainable coastal
communities attempting to preserve FREEDOM, a maritime heritage and retention of
highly sustainable, geographically and culturally unique seafaring, healthy food
producing JOBS, a way of life that feeds the nation.
The fishing fleet’s severe anxiety and fear of FREEDOMS LOSS is not exaggerated;
the Ocean Renewable Energy Coalition according to their own admission has a road
map to install 15 Gigawatts of high seas ocean energy extraction as soon as 2030. Just
the initial dream of Oregon Wave Energy Trust is to place 500 megawatts of
inefficient ocean real estate wave energy devices in the nearshore Oregon high seas;
translation - 16 to 17 - 200 unit industrial parks totaling over 3300 buoys of the OPT
150 class. Each buoy’s dire consequence, contributing to a succession of NEW public
exclusionary zones stretching from Brookings to Astoria, each industrial complex, a
cumulative FREEDOMS LOST.
This excessive industrial aggression upon public common access to the high seas is
unprecedented in the history of the world that will produce: ALL OF THE PAIN
AND NONE OF THE GAIN; FREEDOMS LOST for coastal communities as the
Oregon Territorial Sea becomes an industrial energy OUTSOURCE area for southern
California as an UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCE that the venture capitalist do not
want on the discussion table until it is too late; the undenied reality facing Oregon’s
future, its wake up time before it is too late to rescue the coast from a tragic loss of
self-identity destroyed by a never ending cumulative chain of independent willfully
blind FONSI’s, each one a corrosive loss of public freedoms and a severe
deterioration of Oregon’s quality of life from denied ACCESS the lifeblood of the
coast. Don’t buy the bridge it’s an unnecessary FREEDOMS LOST!
Wave energy is Oregon’s self-inflicted Pebble Gold Mine a sellout of the coast
Oregonians will live to regret.
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John Shaw, BPA, “IS the OR coast really open for business. Visualize the
transmission grid with energy generated in the east side, coming across the
cascades to the I-5 corridor and then out to the coast. We are up against the wall
in order to grow the load with the existing power infrastructure. The alternative is
generation off the coast. To build and site new energy infrastructure for a new
warehouse is hundreds of millions of dollars. Consider ocean energy as a way to
provide those needs, and truly make OR coast open for business.”
Al Gann, Crab Fisherman, “I represent the local crab fleet. I would like to say that
from our point of view wave energy and the Dungeness crab fishery are in
complete opposition. There is no way we could accept 55% of the grounds we
now fish. It doesn’t make sense and it will completely change the way of life for a
lot of us. I’ve tried to maintain equipment in this ocean for 55 years. The
maintenance on wave energy devices will eat them up as it does everyone else
on the ocean. I don’t think wave energy is economically feasible, if it is they
should do it alone with no subsidies from state or federal government. Thank
you.”
Peg Regan, Conservation Leaders Network, “I’m here today to share a letter to
Gov. Kitzhaber last march urging for his support for the National Ocean Policy.
[See below].”

Tara Gallagher, Oregon citizen, “I believe that we need to have one of the
outreach meetings in Portland. We are the largest city; we care about our
oceans, and spend a lot of money on the coast. We deserve to be involved in this
process, so I urge you to hold a meeting there. Secondly, recreational use needs

to be considered in the territorial sea planning process. Coastal trips are a
significant expenditure for Oregonians. The Surfrider survey demonstrates this.
Most of those trips are recreation. I participated in the recreational use survey
because we wanted our voice to be heard. I think that it needs to be included in
this process, not only because it is required by Goal19 but because it will greatly
reduce conflict later down the line. I urge you to consider the hotspots identified
in that survey as Level 1 resources. The distinction made by DLCD that Level 1
resources are those that are permitted seems arbitrary. Just because I don’t
need a permit to go surfing, or swimming, or kayaking, don’t mean it is not a
beneficial use. You have this information; you have the data behind it. Plan for
these uses and protect them.”
Susan Allen, Our Ocean, “Our Ocean represents 250,000 members statewide.
We are legacy Oregonians and care a lot about this resource. I want to take a
moment to thank you for the time and patience OPAC has put towards this and
other ocean issues. I think its important to bring attention is the issue of
responsible ocean planning. We support Smart Ocean Planning based on Goal
19. I’m concerned that there is a lack of transparency in the policy process, I hear
from OWET and Surfrider that their maps are not being used in the outcome. I
find that troubling because I think that those data will pass the peer review
criteria you set forth. Ultimately, not only do we want to see a healthy ocean, but
one that generates revenue for coastal communities. From new uses like wave
energy but also from legacy industries like fishing that we identify with Oregon. I
think this is a piece related to the recreational use of the ocean. I hope you will
apply the Surfrider data to the planning process. In addition, I would like to see
the mapping and additional recommendations for management measures that
would accompany decision-making in particularly important for these non
consumptive uses. This will bring buy in. Finally, it is good to hear that inland
communities are included in this discussion they need to be. Please keep in mind
that the legislative session will be during the second round of the public meetings
and plan for that so that people can participate in both. Thank you.”
Belinda Batten, NNMREC, “Our center is one of three funded by the US DOE.
Our goal is to close gaps in the scientific understanding of the effects of marine
renewable energy. We work closely with developers who test their devices at our
wave facility in Corvallis. This summer we will help the first developer test a
device at our test berth site, north of Yaquina head. We worked with the coastal
community and the fishermen in FINE to establish that site. As developers test at
that site we will be monitoring the devices technically and environmentally. The
next phase of testing will be to test devices connected to the grid. We are
working with OWET to find a location on the Oregon coast that will have a sub
sea connection to the grid. As with the Newport site, this is where developer can
test their device with leveraged scientific experience to understanding the
impacts. We have completed a feasibility study that takes into account developer
needs as well as environmental impact as well as the impact on current users. I
want to remind the council about some basic facts of the industry. Not all devices

are floating point absorbers like the OPT, some are mid water and some sit on
the seafloor. If impacts to bird colonies is an issue, what about devices that sit on
the seafloor. In option 5, developers can deploy for a year or two. However, to
test devices developer need to install a cable which cost about $2 million/mile
which no developer will do for a year or two. So while the temporary use areas
offer flexibility it is unlikely developers will be able to take advantage of this
opportunity. This is why we want to develop a grid connected test site in Oregon.
I would also like to call out to the council that the four areas we identified as the
best place for this test area, balancing technical, ecological, and economic
values, are all in exclusion areas on the map. We have an opportunity for Oregon
to lead the nation in understanding of impact of marine energy devices on our
environment. If this plan is not flexible enough to allow for this developing
technology to be tested, state and federal dollars in this area will be wasted.
Jason Busch, OWET, “Good afternoon and I appreciate the opportunity to submit
public comment in this process. OWET’s mission is to promote the responsible
development of ocean energy and we support this process. We are all familiar
with the concept of electricity. We flip a switch and the lights come on. That is not
magic but the result of massive investments over the last hundred years which
we are still benefitting from. Energy dependence is one of the gravest security
threats to our country. Also we are projected to double our energy usage by the
year 2050. We are making decisions about how our children and children’s
children will live. In the end this is an economic development effort. With that
said, our goal is to promote the ocean renewable energy industry, because of its
potential to create a significant new economic engine for our state. One that
brings much needed family wage jobs, profits, new opportunities and clean
reliable electricity. This is an economic development opportunity for the state.
The State identified ocean energy as a growth sector years ago and invested in it
as a way to bring high wage manufacturing and supply chain jobs to Oregon. The
state has invested well over $10 million to date to make ocean energy a reality.
This is an effort that will have long term implications for the state as we try to find
work for the approximately 200,000 people in our state who are currently trying to
find a way to earn a living, put food on the table and create opportunities for their
children. Some of our extractive industries are shrinking, and we must look at
new opportunities to spur growth and create jobs for our future. The current bird
in the hand is not adequate for about 200,000 citizens in the state. I would like to
address the industry maps that are being talked about today. OWET funded work
to develop industry maps based on industry needs; proximity to port, proximity to
grid connection, bottom type, etc. When I asked this group at the Newport
meeting if they would use those maps I was told that they would not be used in
this process. So there was not upside to sharing those maps and the maps only
evaluated the physical needs of the ocean industry and in some cases represent
areas we have no intention of going. We look forward to sharing those maps with
this group.”

Ray Toste, WA Dungeness Crab Fishermen’s Association, “We are not only
users but stewards and conversationalists. I’m hear to learn where you are at in
your process. Spatial planning is going to happen. It has to be bottoms up. The
Hammler Power plant caught us off guard, and two years ago the fishermen and
tribes denounced the project. I was called recently into give testimony to Doc.
Hastings regarding Federal funding to CMSP. I assumed that 80% of fishermen
on the West coast would be against it, it turned out that 93% of fishermen in the
Nation were against it [See Below]. We had a recent meeting in Bremerton, WA.
What came out of it were some real hard truths. Things I haven’t heard
mentioned are the Cascadia fault. Its 60 miles away, it not if we will have a
tsunami, its when. I like what I see here, we will probably do it a little differently in
WA. It’s not spatial planning we oppose, but ocean energy.”

